Discovering the Adult Baby in you - the joys, the struggles, the highs and the lows.

“Writing your own story of growing up ABDL”
It is said that everyone has a story inside of them.
For most people, that story – especially one of growing up – is routine and unremarkable. But for Adult
Babies, that story is rarely routine.
We have known for some time now that the seeds of being an Adult Baby – a regressive person desiring
a return to elements of infancy – are sown in the very early years of life, sometimes as young as two
years of age. Because memory is rarely reliable before the age of three, it remains conjecture as to
when it actually begins.
Many times, this seed grows slowly and undetectably, often waiting until the teenage years to begin to
fully grow and flower. For others however, the awareness of wanting to be a baby can start as young as
toddler-age and grow strongly from then on.
Between both of these extremes, lives the majority of us with slight awareness and little understanding,
gradually developing into desires for diapers and baby things before finally taking shape into something
we can actually deal with and no longer ignore.
Click here to read the rest of this new article. And check out our two newest first-person, full-length
personal histories of growing up AB.
Rosalie Bent

Brand new covers and layouts for all of our books. Check them out!

Special offers 2018
This is just for our subscribers. We are offering all TEN of our books, our TWO videos and our Wet
Bed photo collection all for just $US39. This is on our website for $49 – a saving of $10 while the
entire set if purchased individually is over $100.

All ABDiscovery Books (PDF) and Videos: $US39

Come and check me out on Twitter! Or just email us at
abdiscovery@adam.com.au
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